Meet Our People in Accenture Management Consulting – Sunny and Sharon
What inspire you in your working practice?
The experiences that Accenture offers, across geographies, functions, and industries, truly impresses me.
In the past few years I have been working in different sectors, from financial service, entertainment, retail and transportation; and across different project nature, from organisation change and
performance, to large-scale corporate transformation and more innovative and digital projects for
improving toplines.
Most importantly, we are a team of result-driven colleagues, dedicated to delivering results for our clients.
Sunny
People. The strong collaboration mindset across all levels in Accenture. We really celebrate diversity in
our people. I learn from colleagues across the globe, from different cultures and disciplines.
I think the energy on Accenture teams is a key inspiration for me - how we just come together to
co-ideate and co-create. We do what we do as a team.
Sharon

Memorable and proud projects?
I was in the Middle East for one of previous assignments, where we conduct a operating model
revamp project for a conglomerate.
Accenture stood out from the competition because of our commitment to tangible results for our clients.
Another point that I would like to mention is the core value of ‘One Global Network’, where we
work across regions and cultures.
It itself is another invaluable experience for me.
Sunny
A large scale transformation programme at a global bank in Hong Kong. I believe that represents
the best of Accenture together. We brought to our client experience design experts from Fjord,
part of Accenture Interactive, agile ways of working, new ways of driving organizational change
and cultural shift and pushing out digital capabilities into the market at speed – for example, we
launched the first straight through approval in HK for certain credit card applications, reducing the
processing time from 3-6 days to just under 5 seconds.
Sharon

Why you like Accenture?
Accenture provides a great development platform for career growth opportunities.
As I develop myself in this large family, I continuously acquire new knowledge, polish my soft skills
and prepare myself for larger and better opportunities.
Sunny
I like Accenture because it is an organization that dares to change. I feel that this is part of our DNA –
not just to anticipate the new but move right ahead to shape it. This means we drive innovation.
We keep re-inventing ourselves. This is why we are always leading in the new.
Sharon
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